
 
 
 

Notes on Acts 17 : 1 – 9  ‘Kingdom: Wheat Among the Weeds’ 
 

  Yesterday we heard how Justin Welby, the Archbishop of Canterbury, 
described and spoke words of comfort and hope at the funeral of Prince 
Philip, Prince Consort, the Duke of Edinburgh. As we heard his story, his 
love, his role and his heart we realised that he was in many ways just like 
the previous Prince Consort Albert apart from the fact that no gold statue 
will be built for him. The Duke of Edinburgh was famous for gaffs and 
now Yancy makes one as he now at last focuses on Jesus’ claim to be the 
Messiah, the King God had promised Israel. For me, this is what was 
missing from the second part of the book as it is this claim which binds 
the different elements of part 2 together and why for Jesus the cross was 
not a sign of a failed King and Kingdom but its success. 
 
  At the moment I am reading ‘Around world in 80 days’ by Michael 
Palin. What is particularly fascinating is when he did it. When he went 
around the world in the autumn of 1989 it was a world before the fall of 
the Berlin Wall which happened when he was away, the attacks of 11th 
September and the wars that followed it, when there were no smart 
phones or GPS which are such a part of our lives or Covid-19. When we 
read the Gospels we enter into another very different world, this time of 
the first century where the message of the Kingdom of God sounded and 
felt so differently. As I read this chapter you can see how right Yancy is 
but yet, at the same time, he is also very wrong. For one thing this 
chapter should be chapter 6, not 13!! 
 
  Yancy is so right in putting Jesus’ Kingdom of God claim and message 
front and centre of all that he is and all that he did. Yancy is so right in 
finding the parables curious and so odd, but yet he does not understand 
that Jesus had to speak like this because he was rewriting what the 
Kingdom was and what it would look like; a very dangerous thing to do. 
Yancy is right in seeing the Kingdom of God as being revolutionary but 
not when he speaks about the Messiah suffering. For most Jews they 
knew that if they were faithful to God, the Law and to God’s purposes 
through them, then they would probably suffer. Their recent history 
spoke of this and what Jesus did was to make this central to his identity 
and role as Messiah, of how he would defeat the enemies of sin, death 
and the devil and how God would be faithful to his covenant. Yancy is 
right about why the crowd turned against Jesus as he disappointed them 
and their expectations but yet he is so wrong as he writes about what the 
Kingdom of God means for us today; perhaps this is why this chapter is 
number and not 6!! 
 
  Yancy asks on p240 ‘Do we understand the Kingdom of God any 
better?’ and to me it seems that he doesn’t because the Kingdom is Jesus’ 
model for  how the  world,  how  you  and  how I  am  are  to  be  changed.   
  



 
 
 
Jesus words such as ‘Give to Caesar what is Caesar’s’ and ‘my Kingdom is 
not from world’ are dynamite in how they describe not our avoiding the 
challenges of the Gospel but of how we ourselves will be transformed as 
individuals and how we are to live this out for the sake of the world. For 
Jesus the Kingdom of God is rooted in a storied world which is how 
many in Second Temple Judaism would have understood their world. 
The story is that God created the world he would rule over through 
humanity who had been made in his image. But humanity had failed in 
this vocation as had Israel too, who God had set apart to be the means of 
humanity’s rescue. As Jesus had read his Scriptures so he came to 
understand how God would resolve this story and it would be by God 
sending his Messiah who would renew, redeem and rescue not just Israel 
but all creation through his death and resurrection. By this God would be 
crowned as King of all and humanity restored to their rightful place. Yet, 
as we read Yancy we see his anxiety of how easy it is to be sucked into a 
‘Politics of polarization’ and how the Christian Right have been seduced 
by their involvement on Capitol Hill. Yet to speak of Jesus as King, to be 
obedient to his call to be salt and light and to live out the parable of the 
Sheep and Goats in Matthew 25 does mean we dare to embrace a messy 
discipleship of social engagement. Where there are no easy decisions but 
only lots of greys and where we will make many mistakes, but such steps 
have to be taken if we believe that Jesus is King. 
 
  Yancy in this last part of his book is beginning to draw the threads of his 
arguments together and it is only right that we do this as we think about 
Jesus being both Messiah and King. This is the heart of Jesus’ own self-
understanding but also of our response too. As Yancy draws these 
threads together he wants us to stand back and back that we might see 
the real and full picture of Jesus is. What then does Jesus looks like to 
you? 
 

Questions on Acts 17 : 1 – 9  ‘Kingdom: Wheat Among the Weeds’ 
 

1 Why is Yancy right in putting Jesus’ claim about the Kingdom of God 
    front and centre of all that he said and did?  
 
2 What role do the parables play in Jesus’ teaching about the Kingdom? 
 
3 What role does suffering play in Jesus as Messiah and King? 
 
4 What do ‘Give to Caesar what is Caesar’s’ and ‘my Kingdom is not from 
world’ mean in helping us understand Jesus as Messiah and King? 
 
5 Do you think Yancy has understood the Kingdom of God any better? 
 
6 Why will being salt and light always be messy and mistake laden? 


